HRH Pallet mover
With capacities of 2,000 kg

COLD STORAGE OPTION AVAILABLE

The HRH Premium Truck
When your looking for the ultimate walk behind forklift that’s not only engineered to work
but geared to deliver, look no further than the
High range Hammer.
From its high powered AC drive motor requiring minimal maintenance to its innovative
regenerative braking system and anti slope
slide feature, this walk behind fork truck is
the ultimate king of the warehouse. Its an absolute beauty with power steering and simple

to maneuver.

Durable frame construction, with integrated
welded forks, create a high rigidity structure which increases service life and quality.
Couple an integrated ZF transmission and an
all-new butterﬂy drive controller and you have
an industry-leading extremely smooth and
easy machine to operate. This is an operators
dream.

Options available include cold
storage

Productivity
Well designed and extremely

compact the Hi Range Hammer can turn on a dime and
is at home in environments
where space is limited.
Quality components like a
powerful AC traction motor,
Curtis control system, MOSFET
high-frequency control and
industry-leading Wicke wheels
set this machine apart from the
rest.

A unique steering pivot design
ingeniously slows the motor
speed during operation ensuring smoothness and safety and shock absorbers on
the castor wheels ensure the
trucks operational life is extended to the full.

Ergonomics
The primary consideration
when developing the HRH
series was operator safety and
comfort. With an ergonomically designed tiller operator
comfort and control has been
improved to the Max. Dual lift/
lower button controls allow
operation by either hand, extremely comfortable and easy
to operate. A creep speed control button is available for that
extra control in tight narrow
spaces. Every aspect of the
HRH series has been considered to ensure maximum visibility and safety through superior design and innovation.

The HRH Pallet movers are best in class providing advanced
technologies and innovation. Class 3 walk behind forklift
champions
Ergonomically designed tiller arm

Quality German Wicke wheels

Shock absorbers on wheels

Servicability
A battery discharge indicator
automatically cuts in when
the battery reaches 20% of its
capacity. This failsafe protects
the battery from damage and
increases the lifespan of the
equipment.

Electric power steering (EPS)
is standard and provides ﬂexible effortless operation.

Polyurethane tires rule in
applications where protecting
the floor is critical. An AC drive
motor and control system
IP54 environment sealing on
ensures the user has greater
the components ensures uscontrol over the machine at
ability and protection against
all times and provides energy
savings.
Standard Specs
A combined hydraulic unit,
The use of Poly wheels proeasy to read LED display and a
vides the Hammer with greater
powerful 220Ah battery comload-bearing capacity while
still providing the benefits of
a rubber tread, such as noise
reduction, shock absorption,
and floor protection.

Options
Fork length configurationsw
900mm, 923mm, 973mm,
1000mm, 1019mm, 1023mm,
1125mm,
Fork distances 520mm,
560mm, 670mm
Tandem load wheels
High-frequency auto charger
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